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Abstract12

A methodology for a comprehensive probabilistic tsunami hazard analysis (PTH A) is pre-13

sented for the major sources of tsunamis (seismic events, landslides, and volcanic activ-14

ity) and preliminarily applied in the Gulf of Naples (Italy). The methodology uses both15

a modular procedure to evaluate the tsunami hazard and a Bayesian analysis to include16

the historical information of the past tsunami events. In the Source module the subma-17

rine earthquakes and the submarine mass failures are initially identified in a gridded do-18

main and defined by a set of parameters, producing the sea floor deformations and the19

corresponding initial tsunami waves. Differently volcanic tsunamis generate sea surface20

waves caused by pyroclastic density currents from Somma-Vesuvius. In the Propagation21

module the tsunami waves are simulated and propagated in the deep sea by a numeri-22

cal model that solves the shallow water equations. In the Impact module the tsunami23

wave heights are estimated at the coast using the Green’s amplification law. The selected24

tsunami intensity is the wave height. In the Bayesian module the probabilistic tsunami25

analysis computes the long-term comprehensive Bayesian PTH A. In the prior analysis the26

probabilities from the scenarios in which the tsunami parameter overcomes the selected27

threshold levels are combined with the spatial, temporal and frequency-size probabili-28

ties of occurrence of the tsunamigenic sources. The prior probability density functions29

are integrated with the likelihood derived from the historical information based on past30

tsunami data. The posterior probability density functions are evaluated to produce the31

hazard curves in selected sites of the Gulf of Naples.32

Plain Language Summary33

Probabilistic analysis are essential to estimate the natural hazards caused by infrequent34

and devastating events and to elaborate risk assessments aiming to mitigate and reduce35

the impact of the natural disasters on society. Probabilistic tsunami hazard analyses use36

procedures that trace and weight the different tsunami sources (submarine earthquakes,37

aerial/submarine slides, volcanic activity, meteorological events, asteroid impacts) with38

varying probability of occurrence. The scope of the present methodology is the reduc-39

tion of possible biases and underestimations that arise by focusing on a single tunami-40

genic source. The multi-source probabilistic tsunami hazard analyses is applied to a real41

case study, the Gulf of Naples (Italy), where relevant threats due to natural events exist in42

a high densely populated district. The probabilistic hazard procedure takes into account43

multiple tsunamigenic sources in the region and provides a first-order prioritization of the44

different sources in a long-term comprehensive analysis. The methodology is based on45

a Bayesian approach that merges computational hazard quantification (based on source-46

tsunami simulations) and past data, appropriately including in the quantification the epis-47

temic uncertainty. For the first time a probabilistic analysis of the tsunami hazard in the48

region is presented taking into account multiple tsunamigenic sources.49

Key Points50

• A comprehensive methodology is proposed to evaluate the probabilistic hazard51

posed by different tsunamigenic sources52

• A modular Bayesian methodology is used to treat different levels of epistemic un-53

certainty in a case study54

• Three major tsunamigenic sources (earthquakes, submarine landslides and volcanic55

pyroclastic flows) are analyzed in a case study in the Gulf of Naples-Italy56
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1 Introduction57

In general, hazards due to multiple events may exponentially increase the impact of58

disasters on society with respect to the hazards that consider separately different events59

[Marzocchi et al., 2012; Faenza et al., 2013; Selva, 2013; Tierz et al., 2017]. Similarly, the60

probabilistic tsunami hazard assessment should not be focused on one type of tsunami61

source only, but different potential sources should be considered and combined together62

to provide a complete and unbiased assessment [Grezio et al., 2015]. In this multi-hazard63

perspective we propose a comprehensive methodology taking into account different types64

of tsunamigenic sources such as submarine earthquakes, mass failures and pyroclastic den-65

sity currents. Even though potentially significant, at this level we do not account for their66

potential interaction. The study has the main following purposes:67

a) dealing simultaneously with the different principal types of tsunamigenic sources68

in a coherent multi-disciplinary probabilistic framework, and69

b) evaluating the long-term comprehensive tsunami hazard in a Bayesian analysis,70

hence merging prior information -e.g. modelling- and past/historical data.71

This scheme is here applied in the context of the multi-risk problem in the Cam-72

pania region [Faenza et al., 2017; Sandri et al., 2018; Perfetti et al., 2018; Tierz et al.,73

2017, 2018]. Natural hazards have posed relevant threats to the city of Naples and the sur-74

rounding areas. In the last centuries, earthquakes [Locati et al., 2016] and volcanic erup-75

tions [Guidoboni and Boschi, 2006] have been reported at significant level of intensity,76

while tsunami events are described as less severe [Maramai et al., 2014]. However, hu-77

man presence and coastal anthropogenic activities increased significantly in modern times,78

requiring to assess tsunami hazard caused by different types of potential tsunamigenic79

sources [Grezio et al., 2017a] at global [Davies et al., 2017; Løvholt et al., 2015; Paris et80

al., 2014], regional [Selva et al., 2016] and local level (e.g. the ByMuR Italian Project:81

"Bayesian Multi-Risk Assessment: A case study for natural risks in the city of Naples", Lorito82

et al. [2015], and Volpe et. al. [2019]).83

Lorito et al. [2008] and Tinti et al. [2005a] examined the main tsunamigenic struc-84

tures respectively in the Algeria-Tunisia Offshore Source Zone and Southern Tyrrhenian85

Source Zone. Both seismic zones are expected to generate significant tsunamis on the86

Tyrrhenian coasts caused by submarine earthquakes. Recently, probabilistic tsunami hazard87

in the case of seismic sources was evaluated in the Mediterranean Sea providing proba-88

bilistic hazard models [Lorito et al., 2015; Selva et al., 2016; Sørensen et al., 2012].89

Additional potential sources of tsunamis, which could affect the Neapolitan coast,90

are the debris avalanches [Tinti et al., 2011]. The consequences of an Ischia debris avalanche91

were explored as single scenarios by Tinti et al. [2011] and Paparo and Tinti [2017]. A92

few studies for long term and short term tsunami hazard were carried out in the region93

including both submarine mass failures and submarine earthquakes [Grezio et al., 2015;94

Selva et al., 2019].95

In historical time the volcanic events generating tsunamis were related to the Somma-96

Vesuvius activity. Pliny the Younger reported that sea withdrew during the catastrophic97

eruption that destructed the city of Pompeii and the surrounding areas (79 AD). Anoma-98

lous sea waves were observed in the Gulf of Naples during the 1631 eruption [Maramai et99

al., 2014]. Tinti et al. [2003] proposed scenarios with low-density (dilute) pyroclastic flows100

that confirmed relatively modest oscillations in the Gulf of Naples. However, a probabilis-101

tic study of tsunamis caused by volcanic activity is not present in the region. Only re-102

cently Paris et al. [2019] implemented a preliminary probabilistic framework for tsunamis103

generated by underwater volcanic explosions in the submarine part of the Campi Flegrei104

caldera near Naples.105

The goal of this paper is to illustrate a potential strategy for integrating different106

sources of tsunami in a real case study, providing a first-order prioritization of the dif-107

ferent sources.Therefore, basic assumptions are made in the whole hazard quantification108

process, in order to reduce the computational effort and simplify the discussion.109

In section 2 the methodology is presented in a modular and suitable form for fur-110

ther improvements and tsunami assessments. In section 3 the different types of potential111
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tsunamigenic sources are discussed, the tsunami waves modeled, and the coastal wave112

heights computed. In section 4 the prior analysis is estimated in a multi-source frame113

considering the probabilities of the tsunami waves from the simulated scenarios. In sec-114

tion 5 the likelihood updates prior results on the basis of the historical catalogues and115

past data. In section 6 the posterior analysis is accomplished by combining the prior116

analysis with the likelihood to produce the Bayesian tsunami hazard for the time window117

of 50 years with the hazard results at selected sites in the Gulf of Naples.118

2 Methodology119

The probabilistic tsunami hazard analysis (PTH A) is defined by the probability120

p(Z ≥ z,∆t) that a selected value z of a parameter representing the tsunami intensity Z121

is overcome in a certain exposure time ∆t at a given coastal location. In general, Z refers122

to the tsunami intensity (e.g. run-up, velocity, energy, moment flux, wave height) and z123

are the threshold values used in the hazard analysis.124

Submarine Seismic Sources (SSSs), Rock Avalanches (RAs), Submarine Mass Fail-125

ures (SMFs), Pyroclastic Density Currents (PDCs) and Submarine Volcanic Explosions126

(SVEs) are the major types of sources generating tsunamis in the Gulf of Naples. In the127

present study we focus on three types of sources: SSSs, SMFs and PDCs. More general128

studies are the objective of future works. For each specific source type (ST) we define129

a set of potentially tsunamigenic source events (SEs) in the region considering a range130

of locations, magnitudes, and intensities. For example, the seismic ST includes a large131

number of submarine earthquakes SEs with the relative magnitudes, locations, and fault132

parameters. Each SE is a specific physical source and produces a tsunami scenario with133

the corresponding values of the Z parameter at the coastal sites. In the following analysis134

each ST constructs the relative PTH Ai (i = SSS, SMF, PDC). The three PTH Ai serve to135

evaluate the multi-source PTH A in case of different types of tsunamigenic sources. The136

long-term comprehensive PTH A includes also the historical data through the Bayes′ the-137

orem. Figure 1 reports a modular scheme of the PTH A and represents an extension of the138

scheme for the seismic case by Grezio et al. [2010].139

2.1 PTHA for different types of tsunamigenic sources140

Given the i-th tsunamigenic source type STi (i = SSS, SMF, PDC) the correspondent141

conditional hazard curve is determined by142

p(Z ≥ z,∆t; STi) = p(Z ≥ z |STi)p(STi,∆t). (1)

If p defines the probability of occurrence of at least one tsunami event, then (1 − p)143

is the generic probability that no tsunami occurs in the defined exposure time ∆t. In this144

formalism, assuming their statistical independence, the product over the N different types145

of tsunamigenic STi represents the probability that none of the STs produces a value of146

the tsunami parameter Z larger than the threshold z in the time window ∆t. So that, the147

comprehensive PTH A for the N tsunamigenic source types is deduced by148

p(Z ≥ z,∆t) = 1 −
N∏
i=1
[1 − p(Z ≥ z,∆t; STi)]. (2)

Each contribution to the total PTH A is evaluated separately by considering that the149

i-th source type STi can be represented by a number Ni (i = SSS, SMF, PDC) of inde-150

pendent physical source events SEi j . The SEi j indicates the j-th source event of the i-th151

source type dataset. In the seismic example, SEi j designates the j-th specific earthquake152

with a given location, size and magnitude with j ∈ [1, . . . , NSSS]. As a consequence, the153

probability to generate a Z ≥ z for each independent tsunamigenic physical source event j154
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of type i is expressed by155

p(Z ≥ z,∆t; STi) = 1 −
Ni∏
j=1
[1 − p(Z ≥ z,∆t; SEi j)]. (3)

Similarly to Eq.(2), in Eq.(3) the product over the Ni types of tsunamigenic SEi j156

represents the probability that none of the source events produces a value of the tsunami157

parameter Z larger than z in ∆t. The total number of all tsunamigenic source events SEi j158

(for j ∈ [1, . . . , Ni]) belonging to all tsunamigenic source types STi (for i ∈ [1, . . . , N]) is159

simply equal to
∑N

i=1 Ni . This number corresponds to the number of tsunamigenic scenar-160

ios accounted in the probabilistic analysis.161

Finally, the comprehensive PTH A is formulated in case of different types of sources162

by combining Eq.(2) and Eq.(3)163

p(Z ≥ z,∆t) = 1 −
N∏
i=1

Ni∏
j=1
[1 − p(Z ≥ z,∆t; SEi j)] (4)

with the following assumptions:164

a) the STs sizes are statistically independent;165

b) each SE is assumed independent of the other source events within the same source166

type for all types of sources;167

c) the propagations of different tsunami waves are effectively independent also in the168

case of almost simultaneous events;169

d) the PTH A is implicitly relative to the next main tsunami event and possible suc-170

ceeding events are not included (similarly to PVH A which does not encompass subsequent171

eruptions) because the factors characterizing the system (e.g. morphology of the coasts,172

etc...) may change when one significant tsunami event (or simply its source) occurs.173

2.2 Bayesian PTHA174

For simplicity, the generic p(Z ≥ z,∆t) is indicated by P and the corresponding175

probability density distribution describing its epistemic uncertainty by [P]. Also, given a176

set Y of the observed data y the corresponding probability density distribution is indicated177

by [Y ]. The Bayes’ theorem updates P in light of the observed data [Marzocchi et al.,178

2008; Gelman et al., 2013; Grezio et al., 2015]179

[P |Y ]post =
[P]prior [Y |P]likel

[Y ]data
. (5)

The posterior probability density distribution [P |Y ]post combines the prior proba-180

bility density distribution [P]prior and the likelihood [Y |P]likel .181

The prior probability density distribution [P]prior encodes our previous knowledge182

of the system and is the p(Z ≥ z,∆t) computed in Eq.(4).183

The likelihood [Y |P]likel indicates the probability of observing the data y given184

the tsunami hazard model. Catalogues and/or historical records are examined to extract185

the past data y. The [Y ]data is simply a constant normalization factor which ensures that186

[P |Y ]post integrates to 1.187

The Bayesian comprehensive PTH A for different types of sources is evaluated by188

the posterior probability density distribution in the application sites.189

In the Bayesian analysis we assume that the prior probability distribution [P]prior190

can be reasonably well approximated by an unimodal Beta function with hyper-parameters191

α and β192

[P]prior =
1

B(α, β)
Pα−1(1 − P)β−1, 0 < P < 1, α > 0, β > 0 (6)
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where the B(α, β) function is defined by the following integral193

B(α, β) =

1∫
0

xα−1(1 − x)β−1dx, x ∈ [0, 1]. (7)

The α and β hyper-parameters are determined by the average E and the variance V194

of the prior Beta distribution195

E =
α

α + β
,V =

E(1 − E)
α + β + 1

. (8)

The average E is set by the hazard evaluated from all tsunamigenic scenarios. The196

variance V is set by considering the reliability Λ(= α + β + 1) of the statistical model that197

produces the prior probability distribution [Marzocchi et al., 2008; Grezio et al., 2012,198

2010]. For example, considering the methodological character of this paper, the definition199

of the sources is here largely imposed by reducing the computational effort, therefore a200

very high epistemic uncertainty should be considered.201

The occurrence or not of tsunamis in the time window ∆t is the random observation202

θ in a Binomial model Bin(n, θ) formalized by the following Bernoulli schema203

Bin(n, θ) =
(

n
y

)
θy(1 − θ)(n−y) (9)

where y is the count of successes and (n − y) are the failures. Indeed, the likelihood of204

the historical events is a Binomial distribution when tsunamis are counted as successful205

events occurred in the selected time windows. If ∆t is expressed in n years, the y past206

data are the years reported by the historical catalogue with the tsunami parameter Z over-207

coming the threshold levels z, and (n − y) are the years when no tsunami occurred and/or208

overcame the thresholds. Then, the likelihood of P is defined in the range [0, 1] by209

[Y |P]likel = Bin(n, P) (10)

When the likelihood distribution follows a Binomial model with success f ul and unsuccess f ul210

events some convenient statistical properties may be used. In this case, the prior Beta211

function in Eq. (6) is the conjugate distribution of the Binomial model in Eq.(10) and212

the posterior function results in another Beta function of the same family with hyper-213

parameters α′ and β′ [Marzocchi et al., 2008; Gelman et al., 2013; Grezio et al., 2017].214

This greatly simplifies any calculation because the posterior probability P |Ypost is repre-215

sented by the distribution of the modified Beta(α′, β′) function where the past data define216

the hyper-parameters α′(= α+ y) and β′(= β+n− y). As a result, the posterior probability217

density distribution is updated by the historical information218

[P |Y ]post =
1

B(α′, β′)
Pα
′−1(1 − P)β

′−1, 0 < P < 1, α′ > 0, β′ > 0. (11)

The [P |Y ]post in Eq.(11) provides the reformulated probability density distribution of the219

epistemic uncertainty on p(Z ≥ z,∆t), which is finally used to produce the hazard curves220

and the hazard maps for the long-term multi-source Bayesian PTH A. In the posterior221

analysis the epistemic uncertainty is reduced when more historical information becomes222

available because the equivalent number of data Λ′(= Λ + n) increases and proportionally223

the variance decreases.224

3 Modeling potential tsunamigenic sources and tsunami waves225

The potential tsunamigenic sources (SSSs, SMFs and PDCs) are identified in the226

region (Figure 2) to produce the corresponding tsunami scenarios for the PTH A. The pro-227

cedure introduced by Grezio et al. [2010] is implemented through the following modules:228
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1. Source Module: the source events are spatially localized and the relative magni-229

tudes and characteristic parameters are defined to set the initial tsunami waves.230

2. Wave Module: the initial tsunami waves are computed and propagated by a shallow231

water numerical model.232

3. Impact Module: the tsunami wave amplitudes at the selected coastal sites are es-233

timated using an amplification law of the wave amplitudes at the isoline of 50 m234

depth.235

3.1 Source Module236

The tsunami generation phase defines large datasets of potential tsunamigenic events237

for the different types of sources. These dataset are assumed to be sufficiently representa-238

tive of the natural variability (aleatory uncertainty) of each source. Tsunamigenic sources239

may be very different in size, location, and occurrence even if they belong to the same240

specific source type. Considering that our study illustrates an analysis of the multi-source241

Bayesian PTH A, the definition of the sources is here simplified to reduce the computa-242

tional effort. The hazard assessment in the Campania region would require a much larger243

datasets to cover effectively the natural variability.244

3.1.1 Submarine Seismic Sources245

Source locations. A large number of tsunamigenic seismic events has to be planned246

despite the scarce information on the submarine earthquake locations and faults in the re-247

gion. For this reason a gridded domain is implemented. In other words, the localization248

of the epicenters is on a grid with predefined latitudes and longitudes and the hypocenters249

occurs at predefined depths. This approach allows:250

a) evaluation of the far and near tsunamigenic sources;251

b) overcoming the limited time coverage of the instrumental database.252

In the Tyrrhenian Sea and in the North-African area the epicentral locations are253

spaced on a 0.5o × 0.5o grid and are indicated as the far sources. In the Gulf of Naples254

the seismic sources are on a finest grid of 0.25o × 0.25o and defined as the near sources.255

Magnitude classes. The source events are grouped in four classes of 0.5 magnitudes256

spanning the interval of moment magnitude [6.0 - 8.0]. The lower and upper limits in the257

Tyrrhenian region are chosen considering the background seismo-tectonics. They represent258

respectively the minimum magnitude for the generation of a tsunami wave and the lack of259

evidence of earthquakes larger than 8.0 in the last millennia.260

Fault dimensions. The length, width, and slip parameters scale the geometry of261

the fault. For each representative magnitude of the 4 classes the fault parameters are cal-262

culated by empirical relationships [Wells and Coppersmith, 1994]. In order to introduce263

a certain variability and enlarge the statistical dataset of the source events, the fault pa-264

rameters were randomly sampled twice in the interval provided by Wells and Coppersmith265

[1994].266

Fault geometry. The orientation angles (strike, dip, and rake) are predetermined for267

each grid element from cumulative moment tensors. The cumulative moment tensors are268

obtained with a summation of source parameters of earthquakes occurred in the grid ele-269

ment in the last 100 years. This time spam guarantees that the cumulative moment tensors270

are representative of the tectonic style of future earthquakes (Figure 3). In practice, seis-271

mic moment tensors have been extracted from available catalogs and database (RCMT272

Catalog doi : 10.13127/rcmt/euromed, Pondrelli and Salimbeni [2015]; Italydataset273

doi : 10.13127/rcmt/italy, Pondrelli et al. [2006]; E M M A https : //www.emsc −274

csem.org/Earthquake/emma.php, Vannucci and Gasperini [2004]) for shallow earth-275

quakes (D < 50 km) with a magnitude greater than 4.0 occurred in the study region. All276

gathered data have summed on the regular grid already described, following Kostrov and277
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Das [1988] and several similar previous applications [Serpelloni et al., 2007]. The results,278

shown in Figure 3, are given by a focal mechanism for each element of the grid (where279

data were available), that we assume as representative of the tectonic style of future seis-280

mic events. This choice is a simplification that reduces the number of simulations and281

limits the dataset to a number of cases sufficient for the analysis. For a complete hazard282

assessment a better exploration of the natural variability of the focal mechanisms in each283

location was presented by Selva et al. [2016].284

3.1.2 Submarine Mass Failures285

Source Identification. The limited amount of available specific slide data requires286

the gridding of the Tyrrhenian Sea domain. The cell dimensions are 1′ according to the287

lengths of the known past slides (Figure 4). Each cell provides a potential SMF and is288

adequately weighted in section 4.1.2.289

Mass volume classes. Volumes of the mass failures are grouped in five classes in290

the range [5 × 105 − 5 × 1010] m3 and are associated to each cell. The classes are chosen291

on the basis of the past regional events [Grezio et al., 2012; Milia et al., 2006; de Alteriis292

et al., 2010; Della Seta et al., 2012] (Table 1). The paucity of information regarding small293

submarine mass failures imposes the use of alternative indications on the classes consider-294

ing the subaerial known events in the region. As a consequence, the lower class is set ac-295

cording to a known subaerial mass failure occurred at the Stromboli volcano in December296

2002 and estimated about 5 × 105 m3 by Calvari et al. [2005]. The upper class represents297

the sizes of the largest historical slides occurred in the Tyrrhenian Sea (e.g., Fabbri et al.298

[1981]). The resulting classification is surely very rough but could be deeply revised in299

the future.300

Geometric parameters. A simplified geometric shape describes the mass failures301

[Watts et al., 2005]. The relative parameters (length, thickness, and width of rigid block)302

are deduced by volumes of class sizes using basic assumptions. SMFs moving over plane303

slopes can be schematized in two idealized types: translational failures, which are un-304

derwater slides, and rotational failures, which are slumps. They generally represent end-305

members of a wide range of possible SMF motions. Commonly, for an initial slide length306

lslide the slide width is 0.25×lslide and the slide thickness is 0.01×lslide; for an initial307

slump length lslump the related slide width is almost equivalent to the lslump and the slump308

thickness is 0.1×lslump [Watts et al., 2005]. As for volume classes, also this rather rough309

parametrization could be deeply revised in the future (e.g. Ward [2001], Løvholt et al.310

[2005], Løvholt et al. [2015], Løvholt and Urgeles [2017], Kim et al. [2019]).311

3.1.3 Pyroclastic Density Currents312

Somma-Vesuvio. We only consider the dense PDCs of Somma-Vesuvio as a vol-313

canic source for tsunamis because we have historical evidence of tsunamigenesis due to314

dense PDCs entering the sea [Tinti et al., 2004]. The expected frequency of dense PDCs315

from an eruption of any size from Somma-Vesuvio summit is deduced by Sandri et al.316

[2018].317

Eruptive size classes. We rely on a set of T IT AN2D [Patra et al., 2005] simula-318

tions for dense PDCs from the summit crater of Somma-Vesuvio, performed by Tierz et319

al. [2018] considering a wide range of possible eruptive size classes (small, medium, and320

large) that ultimately reflect different total erupted masses (see also Sandri et al. [2016]).321

We have available 64 simulations for each size class. In each simulation, we account for a322

volume and bed-friction angle of the generated dense PDCs, which are coherent with the323

natural variability of the specific eruptive size class. The density of PDCs is generically324

set at a value of 1250 kg/m3 [Sulpizio et al., 2007]. We note that for the small size class,325

no simulated PDCs makes it to the sea, while for the medium and large size class some326
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PDC simulations reach the coast with the minimum tsunamigenic thickness. For a given327

size class, we retrieve only the simulations in which PDCs reach the coast and potentially328

generate tsunami waves.329

Flow parameter. The flow thicknesses simulated by T IT AN2D at the coastal points330

are considered the key input parameters for the subsequent modeling of the potential ini-331

tial tsunami waves. Only thickness of the pyroclastic flow ≥ 1m at the coastal points is332

estimated relevant to enter into the sea and generate tsunami waves in the Gulf of Naples.333

3.2 Wave module334

The initial tsunami waves are generated by the seafloor (SSSs and SMFs) and sea335

surface deformations (PDCs) caused by tsunamigenic sources are described in the pre-336

vious subsections. Then the tsunami waves are propagated near the coast by a tsunami337

numerical model based on the shallow water equations (SWEs).338

The Cornell Multi-grid Coupled Tsunami Model (COMCOT) [Liu et al., 1994, 1995;339

Wang and Liu, 2005, 2006] is capable of generating and propagating tsunamis and has340

been widely used for tsunami simulations (by Megawati et al. [2009] in Manila Trench341

South China Sea megathrust; by Syamsidik et al. [2015] in the Indian Ocean; by Barkan342

et al. [2009] in the Atlantic Ocean for the far field 1755 Lisbon earthquake; by Wang and343

Liu [2005] in the Mediterranean Sea; by Ichihara et al. [2013] for the Tohoku Earthquake344

and Tsunami). Even if more recent and updated numerical codes exist (e.g. Macías et al.345

[2016], Løvholt et al. [2017], González-Vida et al. [2019]), the COMCOT model fits ours346

needs, for the possibility of homogeneously covering all the considered sources, as well347

as for its relatively easy implementation and its availability online. The COMCOT model348

is able to simulate tsunami waves with an explicit leap-frog finite difference scheme and349

multi-size nested grids. The free surface elevation and the volume flux are staggered both350

in time and in space. The model runs in two modes. In a shallow water mode COMCOT351

resolves the Boussinesq SWEs in spherical coordinates. However, when the tsunami waves352

propagate from offshore to near-shore areas, the non linear effects increase significantly353

and the linear SWEs became not appropriated. For this reason the COMCOT provides354

an alternative mode that resolves the weakly nonlinear SWEs in spherical coordinates.355

The bottom shear stress is computed by the Manning’s formula and the settings of the356

Manning’s roughness coefficient.357

The SWEs are adequate to describe tsunami waves without including dispersion be-358

cause physical frequency dispersion effects can be neglected when wavelength scales are359

much larger than water depth. When tsunamis approach the coast, the dispersion effects360

cannot be neglected anymore. In the COMCOT model the physical dispersion can be361

partially recovered by choosing grid size dx and time step dt according to the following362

relationship363

dx =
(
(4h2 + gh(dt)2)

)1/2
. (12)

This means the tsunamis are weakly nonlinear and weakly dispersive waves over a slowly364

varying bathymetry.365

3.2.1 Initial waves366

In the SSS case, the COMCOT model computes the seafloor deformation imparted367

by the fault parameters (latitude and longitude of the epicenter, focal depth, length and368

width of the fault plane, fault slip, strike, dip and rake angles) described in section 3.1.1.369

and schematized in Figure 5a. Those earthquake parameters characterize the seafloor dis-370

turbance that corresponds to the initial tsunami wave (an example is shown in Figure 6a371

and Figure 6b) to be propagated near the coast. The model assumes a rectangular fault in372

a semi-infinite elastic half plane with an idealized representation of the interface between373

two colliding crustal blocks during the earthquake event. The relative motion of the blocks374
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is simulated as an instant seafloor deformation neglecting the duration of the rupturing375

process [Mansinha and Symlie, 1971; Okada, 1985].376

In the SMF case the initial tsunami waves are computed by the numerical model,377

similarly to the seismic case. The COMCOT model sets the seafloor deformation both by378

the slide parameters (starting and stopping coordinates of the center of mass, typical slope379

angle along the sliding path, length, width and thickness of the sliding volume) deduced380

by section 3.3.2. and by the duration of the transient seafloor motion (time of the temporal381

variation of the water depth) (Figure 5b). The long wave assumption is satisfied in the382

numerical model implementation [Wang and Liu, 2006].383

In the PDCs case, a different procedure is implemented because the 3-D initial384

tsunami waves are assigned as sea surface disturbances in the COMCOT model. These385

disturbances are previously computed by the numerical model SPHysics based on the386

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics theory [Monaghan, 2005]. In the setup of the SPHysics387

model the PDCs entering the sea (which were calculated by Tierz et al. [2018]) corre-388

spond to the case of tsunamis generated by sliding wedge. For each scenarios the wedge is389

equal to the pyroclastic flow thickness ≥ 1 m at the coastal point, the slope is fixed at the390

average coastal slope, and the specific weight is a background value related to a generic391

PDCs density. The SPHysics model setting does not include the flow velocity as key pa-392

rameter. Simulating the impact velocity of the PDC could improve the modeling of the393

initial tsunami waves and could reduce the epistemic uncertainties related to the initial394

tsunami waves. During a transient time each sliding wedge moves the sea water particles395

producing surface local peaks. Finally, a waveform is extracted by the use of smoothing396

routines which trace the 2-D initial tsunami wave entering the sea. Width of pyroclastic397

flow is the along coast parameter that sets the 3-D initial sea surface disturbance to be398

propagated by the COMCOT model (Figure 5c).399

3.2.2 Wave propagation400

All initial tsunami waves are propagated in the Tyrrhenian Sea using the spherical401

coordinate system of the COMCOT model in consideration of the latitudinal extension of402

the simulation domain. The bathymetry is the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans403

(GEBCO) with a 30 arc-second intervals of latitude and longitude for ocean and land404

(https://www.gebco.net/data_and_products/gridded_bathymetry_data/ ) for the SSS and405

SMF simulations. A reduced domain and a higher bathymetry resolution of grid size of406

about 50 m are used for the PDC simulations.407

The resolution of the domain allows the use of a) the first level model grid, without408

the sub-level grids and b) the nonlinear shallow water mode, with the Manning’s rough-409

ness coefficient set equal to 0.013 (as in Power et al. [2014]). This model setting provides410

the further advantage to reach a good compromise between the computer running time411

and the number of simulations needed for the statistical analysis. Table 2 summarize the412

COMCOT setting scenarios. The grid resolution and the time step reduce partially the413

physical dispersion discussed in Eq. (12). Figure 7 shows the maximum elevations of the414

tsunami waves in three example simulations respectively for the SSSs, SMFs and PDCs415

cases. Similar maps can be produced for all scenarios by varying the source parameters416

according to section 3.1 in the model setting (Table 2).417

3.3 Impact Module418

The impact of the tsunami waves is evaluated in terms of wave amplitude near the419

coast using the Green’s law [Ippen and Kulin, 1954]. This empirical relationship assumes420

the wave front is almost parallel to the coastline where the wave refraction is towards the421

directions of the down-gradient depth and the convergence and/or divergence of the rays is422

neglected. With this assumption the wave amplitude variability due to the wave refraction423

is considered a second order problem in the probabilistic analysis. Also, this energy con-424
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servation law estimates the evolution of the initial tsunami wave at the coastal line from425

an appropriate isoline where the non-linearities are negligible.426

The tsunami amplification at the coastal points is evaluated from the maximum wa-427

ter surface elevation at the isoline of 50 m depth by428

h0 =
4

√
diso
d0

hiso . (13)

In the formula h and d are respectively the tsunami amplitude and the sea depth429

(Figure 8). The subscripts iso and 0 indicate respectively the 50 m depth isoline and the430

coastline. The tsunami amplitude at the coastal point is assumed to approximate the am-431

plitude at 1 m depth (h0 ≈ h1) to avoid singularities [Kamigaichi, 2009]. In the probabilis-432

tic analysis the h0 values are used to estimate the tsunami parameter Z overcoming the433

thresholds levels z (z ∈ [0.1 m, 0.2 m, . . . , 1 m, . . . , 5 m]) at the coastal sites of the Gulf434

of Naples (Figure 8). Here we selected the simplest method, which is uniformly applied to435

all tsunami sources, instead of adopting more sophisticated amplification models that ac-436

count for more specific coastal characteristics and estimate also the uncertainty [Glimsdal437

et al., 2019]. Also, we note that for local hazard quantifications it would be preferable to438

consider simulations including inundation eventually coupled with strategies to reduce the439

computational effort [Lorito et al., 2015; Volpe et. al., 2019].440

4 Multi-source Bayesian PTHA441

4.1 Pr ior module: PTHA for different source types442

The multi-source PTH A is evaluated by combining the non-interactive probabili-443

ties and conditional probabilities estimated separately in the PTH ASSS , PTH ASMF and444

PTH APDC .445

The source probabilities are simply indicated by Pi j and represent probabilities re-446

lated to the parameters of the system. These source probabilities take into account the447

seismo-tectonics and the geologic characteristics of the region and are computed through448

three independent probability factors: temporal (Ptemp
ij ), spatial (Pspat

i j ), and frequency-449

size (P f req−size
i j ). They are examined for each source event SEi j (for j ∈ [1, . . . , NSSS], j ∈450

[1, . . . , NSMF ] and j ∈ [1, . . . , NPDC]) belonging to the different source types STi (i =451

SSS, SMF, PDC). In order to cover all possible sources and reduce the number of simula-452

tions an event tree strategy is implemented for the STSSS , STSMF , and STPDC .453

The conditional probabilities are computed for the different threshold levels z ∈ [0.1454

m, 0.2 m, . . . , 1 m, . . . , 5 m] at the coastal sites for each tsunami scenario, whose inten-455

sity is evaluated as described in section 3.2 and 3.3. Following Selva and Sandri [2013]456

the probabilities to overcome the thresholds z are not assumed independent. In fact, the457

probability Pzl
i j is necessarily smaller than or equal to the probability Pzm

i j if zl ≥ zm,458

where zl and zm are generic levels in the threshold range. Here, as in Selva et al. [2016],459

we assume no uncertainty in the propagation [Section 3.3]. Thus, the conditional hazard460

curves are quantified as stepwise functions p(Z > z) =
∑
(H(h0 − Z)/N), where H is the461

Heaviside function and h0 the tsunami parameter intensity.462

4.1.1 PTH ASSS463

The event tree implemented for the SSSs is modified from Lorito et al. [2015] and464

Selva et al. [2016] with the following nodes:465

node 1: event occurrence in the grid location. The probability of occurrence is as-466

sociated to each grid center of the Tyrrhenian Sea and North-African Mediterranean Sea.467

It is the probability calculated using the Poisson occurrence 1 − e−λSSS∆t , where λSSS is468

the mean annual rate of occurrence of the SSSs in each grid center and ∆t is the expo-469

sure window. The mean annual rate is calculated as the number of events in each cell of470
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Figure 2 in the time and magnitude of completeness based on the historical data of the471

European-Mediterranean Earthquake Catalogue (E MEC) for the last millennium [Grün-472

thal and Wahlstyrom, 2012]. The completeness of the area is calculated separately for the473

Southern Italy and the Northern Algeria and Tunisia for historical reasons. The analysis474

of the cumulative number of earthquakes and the Gutenberg-Richter law [Gutenberg and475

Richter, 1944] leads the definition of the time-magnitude of completeness of Mw ≥ 5.0476

since 1650 and 1900 for Southern Italy and Northern Algeria and Tunisia respectively (see477

Figure 9). The rates of the two areas are calculated separately as the number of events per478

exposure interval within the time-magnitude window of completeness. The spatial distri-479

bution of the simulated events follows a Gaussian filter with correlation distance equal to480

20 km of the location of the real paste earthquakes in the area [Frankel, 1995]. For the481

cells that have no events in the windows of completeness, we have arbitrarily associated a482

probability value of one order of magnitude smaller than the smallest values calculated.483

node 2: magnitude. The large earthquakes are less likely to occur compared to the484

events of smaller magnitude, so that each class of the SSSs is weighted using the frequency-485

size relation [Gutenberg and Richter, 1944]. The truncated Gutenberg − Richter distribu-486

tions are determined by the b-values for both near sources (in the Tyrrhenian Sea) and487

far sources (in the North-African Mediterranean Sea). The evaluations of the b-values are488

based on the historical data of the E MEC for the last millennium [Grünthal and Wahlsty-489

rom, 2012]. The b-value of the Gutenberg-Richter relation is estimated as 0.96 ± 0.06 and490

1.15 ± 0.6 for the Italian and African areas respectively. To connect GR distribution to491

single scenarios for propagation, the complete range of magnitudes is divided in nk inter-492

vals [Mmin
k

, Mmax
k
]. A probability of occurrence is assigned at each interval following the493

truncated Gutenberg − Richter distribution. Following Selva et al. [2016] the assigned494

probability is the one corresponding to the minimum magnitude Mmin
k

since it represents495

the mode (most frequent) magnitude of the interval. In general, this choice does not affect496

the results if the magnitude intervals are small enough.497

node 3: depth of the fault. The geometrical centers of the faults are distributed in a498

range of three possible depths (5 km, 10 km, and 15 km). A portion of the defined depths499

is physically not possible for certain magnitudes and are rejected. The other remaining500

events are assumed equally probable.501

node 4: strike, dip, and rake angles. In each cell, we have only one combination of502

the angles with probability set to 1.503

The source probabilities from the event tree are combined with the conditional step-504

wise hazard curves reporting the probabilities that the Z parameter overcomes the z thresh-505

old levels at the coastal sites.506

4.1.2 PTH ASMF507

The event tree approach for the source probabilities for the SMF case is schema-508

tized as follows:509

node 1: event occurrence in the grid cell. The probability is calculated by the for-510

mula 1 − e−λSMF∆t , where λSMF is the annual rate of occurrence of the SMFs and ∆t is511

the exposure window. The λSMF is 0.0004/years for all the source area and is computed512

using geological investigations and instrumental data recorded in the Tyrrhenian Sea by513

Grezio et al. [2012].514

node 2: spatial probability. Spatial weights are introduced to represent the failure515

probability of the submarine masses. Some predominant geo-morfological features can be516

identified as spatial general controlling factors and assigned to the cells as weights when517

the detailed geotechnical information [Locat and Lee, 2002] is not available for an ade-518

quate slope stability analysis (details in Grezio et al. [2015], Grezio et al. [2012] and Grilli519

et al. [2009]):520
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a) slope angles and depths of the centre of mass affect the propensity of failure521

[Masson et al., 2006];522

b) scars of past mass failures left unstable margins [Martel, 2004];523

c) earthquake occurrences increase slide instability [Biscontin et al., 2004].524

The earthquake load increases the instability and the consequent SMFs probability525

of occurrence. As a consequence, a factor Fs related to the horizontal peak ground ac-526

celeration (PGA) is computed following Booth et al. [1985] to indicate instability (Fs <527

1), limit equilibrium (Fs = 1) and stability (Fs > 1) in the cells. The PGA values are528

based on the probability of exceedance of 10% g in 50 years, as commonly done in seis-529

mic codes [Eurocode8, 2004]. The evaluation of the PGA is based on the SSS model dis-530

cussed in section 4.4.1. To evaluate the ground motion, we use the simulation of 10000531

catalogues that follows the Poisson distribution (as in [Faenza et al., 2007, 2017]). Subse-532

quently, the ground motion of each event is calculated using the ground motion prediction533

equation by Akkar and Bommer [2010] in each node of the grid in Figure 2. Then, the534

probability of exceedance of 10% in 50 years is derived directly from the percentile of the535

empirical ground data for each cell (see [Faenza et al., 2007, 2017]). In the cells where536

the past SMFs occurred (Figure 4 and Table 1) the weights are incremented. The spatial537

weights and the stability factors of section 3.1.2 are converted in spatial probability by538

normalization to 1 and are associated to the cell centers in the Tyrrhenian Sea [Grezio et539

al., 2012; Selva et al., 2012].540

node 3: slide volume. A frequency-size power law is calculated in order to weight541

the SMF classes. The corresponding b-value is calculated considering the available data542

in the Tyrrhenian Sea of Table 1 [Grezio et al., 2012]. The size classes may correspond to543

slides or slumps and are uniformly associated to each grid cell.544

Also in this case, the source probabilities are combined with the conditional prob-545

abilities for the evaluation of the Z parameter overcoming the z threshold levels at the546

coastal sites.547

4.1.3 PTH APDC548

The event tree approach for the source probabilities of the PDCs is the following:549

node 1: probability of at least one eruption from Somma-Vesuvio in the next 50550

years. Such probability is calculated by the Poisson occurrence 1−e−λPDC∆t , where λPDC551

is the annual rate of occurrence of eruptions at Somma-Vesuvio, and ∆t is the exposure552

window equal to 50 years. The λPDC for Somma-Vesuvio is 8 × 10−3/year [Marzocchi et553

al., 2008].554

node 2: probability of the eruptive vent. All eruptions are assumed being located555

on the summit of Somma-Vesuvio, with probability given an eruption at Somma-Vesuvio,556

equal to 1 following Sandri et al. [2018] and Tierz et al. [2018].557

node 3: probability of an eruption of small, or medium, or large size, given an erup-558

tion from the summit of Somma-Vesuvio. The categorization into small, medium and559

large size is based on the total erupted mass, as in Sandri et al. [2016]. The probability560

density function for the total erupted mass is based on a frequency-size power law, con-561

tinuous on the whole spectrum of possible erupted mass values, as in Sandri et al. [2016].562

We consider all the simulations within a given size class as equiprobable. The probability563

distribution among the three size classes is instead set according to a power law based on564

the frequency of such classes in the geological record of Somma-Vesuvius (from Sandri et565

al. [2016]).566

node 4: probability of PDC generation, given an eruption of small, medium, or567

large size from Somma-Vesuvio. Here we rely on the statistics provided by Newhall and568

Hoblitt [2002], and adapted to Somma-Vesuvius by Sandri et al. [2018] and Tierz et al.569

[2018], for PDCs produced during the small, medium, and large eruption classes. In Newhall570
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and Hoblitt [2002] no distinction on the density of the PDCs is made: but we assume571

that, given the generation of PDCs at Somma-Vesuvio, there will be generation of dense572

PDCs [Tierz et al., 2018]. For the frequency of arrival at the coast by dense PDCs of dif-573

ferent sizes, from Somma-Vesuvio summit, we use the T IT AN2D simulations of Tierz et574

al. [2018] as explained in section 3.1.3.575

Similarly to the SMF and SSS cases, the source probabilities are combined with the576

stepwise conditional probabilities.577

As example, in Figure 12a the prior SSS tsunami hazard curve is compared to the578

prior SMFs and the prior PDCs at the coastal points in the Gulf of Naples.579

4.2 Likelihood module: Historical tsunami events580

The historical events for the likelihood are extracted by the Italian tsunami cata-581

logue [Tinti et al., 2004; Maramai et al., 2014] and listed in Table 3. In the catalogue the582

events are ascribed to earthquake, volcanic, and slide sources, when this is documented.583

Nevertheless, in some cases the source events are reported as unknown. In order to max-584

imize the number of information from the historical records and to include the unknown585

sources we assume reasonably that the unknown sources could belong to one of the source586

types of the present study. The information selected in the tsunami catalogue is the loca-587

tions of the source, the causes and the descriptions of the tsunami effects at the coast.588

The tsunamis observed in the last 2000 years in the Gulf of Naples were caused589

mainly by earthquakes and volcanic activity. The Ischia debris avalanche event was an-590

tecedent to the time interval covered by the Italian tsunami catalogue and, in any case,591

there is no evidence of Ischia avalanches that generated tsunamis in the area [Selva et al.,592

2019]. Also, the tsunami intensity and the reliability are indicated in the catalogue. The593

tsunami intensity ranges between 1 and 6 meaning respectively very weak tsunami and594

disastrous tsunami. The reliability is between 0 and 4 meaning respectively very improba-595

ble tsunami and a definite tsunami, according to the Ambraseys − Sieberg Scale.596

Generally, it is recognized that an event of intensity ≥ 3 produces run-up of approx-597

imately 1 m [Tinti et al., 2005b] while in the case of tsunami intensity equal 2 the esti-598

mation is not clear. In the present study given that there are no data in intensity ≥ 3, we599

prefer to recognize those historical data as valuable information for the likelihood calcu-600

lation even if there is no explicit indication of the wave heights, wave amplitudes or run-601

ups. We do not ignore those data and we assume that they produce a tsunami just lower602

than 1 m. They influence the hazard curves of the tsunami parameters intensity < 1 m and603

the probabilities that the Z parameter overcomes the z threshold levels below 1 m.604

The likelihood in Eq. (10) is computed on the basis of the historical data y oc-605

curred in the Gulf of Naples assuming that the observations form a complete catalog in its606

period of coverage. In the time window of 50 years, the y years are counted as success f ul607

events when the tsunamis are observed. In the same time window, the years (n − y) with-608

out tsunamis are the unsuccess f ul events in the Binomial model of Eq.(9). Finally, the609

successful events affect the estimation of the probability of the Z parameter overcoming610

the z thresholds in the posterior analysis.611

4.3 Posterior module: Long-term PTHA612

The posterior module computes the posterior probability density distribution [P |Y ]post613

of Eq.(11). This Beta distribution is the prior Beta distribution modified by the Binomial614

model of the likelihood, both described in the previous sections 4.1 and 4.2. The prior615

probability is the probability of the tsunami scenarios based on the statistical and numeri-616

cal modeling, geological knowledge and tectonics of the region. The posterior probability617

includes the historical records of the tsunami catalogue and the historical data y in the618

analysis.619
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The posterior probability density distributions provide the tsunami hazard curves620

and indicate the probabilities (and the relative epistemic uncertainties) that tsunamis oc-621

cur in the time window ∆t of 50 years overcoming the z threshold levels at the coastal622

sites in the Gulf of Naples. The values of the prior and posterior probability are dif-623

ferent at each costal point. Generally, the posterior probabilities increase respect to the624

prior probabilities for intensity smaller than 1 m. In some cases the posterior values are625

one order of magnitude higher or more than the prior values (Figures 10-11). The mean626

of the posterior probability density distributions represents the best estimate of the pro-627

cess under investigation and the 10th and 90th percentiles are an estimate of the epistemic628

uncertainty [Gelman et al., 2013].629

Figure 12a shows the SSS, SMF, and PDC probabilities belonging to the corre-630

sponding types of sources comparing their single contributions to the total prior . The631

values of the hazard curves are averaged over the points of the Gulf of Naples at each z632

level. Figure 12b presents the tsunami prior and posterior hazard curves with the prob-633

abilities averaged over the points of the Gulf of Naples at each z level. In this case the634

most significant differences are related to the probabilities that tsunami wave heights at the635

coastal points overcome the threshold levels lower than 1 m because the historical tsunami636

events are taken into account.637

Table 4 summarizes the analysis presenting the mean values of the prior and posterior638

probability density distributions and the 10th and 90th percentiles averaged over the total639

coastal sites of the impact area for different z levels from 0.1 m to 5.0 m.640

The tsunami probability maps are obtained by vertical cuts of the tsunami hazard641

curves and are a geographical representation of the tsunami intensity probability distribu-642

tion. In Figures 13-14 the maps are presented respectively for the mean prior and posterior643

tsunami probabilities and are selected at 0.1 m, 0.5 m, 1.0 m, 1.5 m, 2 m and 3 m z lev-644

els. Spatial differences are due to both the morphology of the coast and the local histori-645

cal events listed in Table 3 and included in the Bayesian analysis.646

5 Discussion and Conclusions647

The city of Naples and the surrounding areas experienced relevant threats due to648

natural hazards in the past. In the present time, the high densely populated districts in the649

Campania region constitute the crucial factor in the risk assessments related to destructive650

natural events (earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, landslides, tsunamis). For the first time a651

probabilistic analysis of the tsunami hazard in the region is presented taking into account652

multiple tsunamigenic sources. The hazards of different tsunamigenic sources are evalu-653

ated in the same probabilistic framework for a comprehensive Bayesian PTH A.654

The major scopes of long-term multi-source Bayesian PTH A are:655

1) reducing the possible biases and to avoid PTH A underestimations by focusing656

only on a single source (generally the seismic one) if other tsunamigenic sources are not657

negligible [Grezio et al., 2015];658

2) obtaining a more complete evaluation of the tsunami hazard in a multi-hazard659

context [Selva, 2013];660

3) including the historical tsunami data in the PTH A applying the Bayes’ theorem661

[Grezio et al., 2017].662

The multi-source PTH A considers different types of sources, which may potentially663

generate tsunami waves. The methodology is general and can be extended to other areas664

exposed to tsunamis due to multiple sources.665

The evaluation of unbiased hazard quantifications is particularly critical in densely666

inhabitated areas, where even minor contributions may be provide important contribu-667

tion for risk reduction. This is the case of the Gulf of Naples, where we apply the pro-668

posed method. In this application, the simplifications are introduced in order to present669

the methodology and to provide a very first order prioritization of the different sources.670
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The present methodology follows a modular procedure and it is possible to group671

the modules in two categories: a) the series of steps to produce the tsunami waves reach-672

ing the coastal sites and b) the series of steps to formalize the probabilistic evaluations.673

The first set of modules (Source, Propagation, and Impact) produces three dataset674

of possible tsunami wave scenarios belonging to the different types of sources. In this675

hazard analysis three types of tsunamigenic sources are selected: submarine seismic sources676

in the Tyrrhenian Sea and North-African Mediterranean Sea, submarine mass failures in677

the Tyrrhenian Sea, and dense pyroclastic density currents from Somma-Vesuvius.678

For volcanic sources, this study focuses only PDCs from Somma-Vesuvius. Among679

the many different potential volcanic sources, only the Somma-Vesuvius eruptions have680

left geological evidence of tsunamigenesis reaching the Gulf of Naples due to dense PDCs681

entering the sea [Tinti et al., 2004]. Other potential volcanic sources include the underwa-682

ter explosions at the Campi Flegrei [Paris et al., 2019], lahar flows entering the sea [Paris683

et al., 2014; Tierz et al., 2017], potential submarine volcanic activity from other volcanoes684

such as Marsili, Palinuro and Vavilov [Caratori Tontini et al., 2010] and the insular volca-685

noes (as Ischia, Stromboli, Salina, Vulcano) [Paparo and Tinti, 2017; Selva et al., 2019].686

Apart from a volcanic source, there are potential submarine faults and submarine687

landslides, which are difficult to localize because of the paucity of information and data688

collected at the Tyrrhenian Sea. Moreover, in a probabilistic approach the spatial iden-689

tification of the potential sources must be as wide as possible without a priori restric-690

tion on a particular fault or slide volume. The adopted strategy for SSSs and SMFs is691

the use of a gridded domain where the source area is divided in cells in which the poten-692

tially tsunamigenic source events are identified and defined by a set of parameters. These693

parameters characterize each source geometry that is used to model the ocean floor defor-694

mation corresponding to the sea surface initial tsunami wave. The range of source param-695

eters is capable to fully describe the potential tsunamigenic sources associated to the cell696

centers. In this application several important simplifications are introduced to reduce the697

computational effort. In the Source module, all identified scenarios are simulated with the698

use of three numerical models (COMCOT , SPHysics, Titan2D) and the relative outputs699

are organized in cascade to generate and propagate the potential tsunami waves. In the700

Wave module each initial tsunami wave is propagated in the Gulf of Naples. Then, the701

tsunami wave amplitudes at the 50 m depth are used by an amplification law to evaluated702

the tsunami amplitudes at the coastal points in the Impact module.703

The second set of modules (Prior , Likelihood, and Posterior) evaluates the prob-704

ability that the tsunami wave of a wide range of tsunami scenarios overcomes the selected705

threshold levels at the coast with the scope of producing hazard curves and hazard maps706

for the PTH A in the Gulf of Naples. In the prior module the probability density distri-707

butions evaluate the non-interactive and conditional probabilities of the tsunami scenar-708

ios by incorporating the present state of knowledge, the theoretical understanding of the709

tsunami process in the region and the tsunami modeling. The non-interactive probabilities710

for each type of source are evaluated by event-trees, in a procedure similar to Selva et al.711

[2016], and extended to all the considered sources. As a consequence, the hazard analysis712

is homogeneous in the probabilistic framework. Spatial, temporal and frequency-size prob-713

abilities of occurrence of the sources events belonging to the different source types (SSSs,714

SMFs, PDCs) are associated to the simulated scenarios of the tsunami waves overcoming715

the z levels through conditional hazard curves, based on simulation results. Here, in this716

application, we neglect all the potential associated uncertainty, adopting stepwise hazard717

curves.718

In the likelihood module the probabilistic analysis includes the historical informa-719

tion and the past tsunami data from the Italian Tsunami Catalogue and the background720

papers. Being all sources formally included in the prior , it is not necessary a selection of721

past events based on the causative type of source. However, it is important to work in the722

conversion between the hazard intensity available from historical data toward the hazard723

intensity adopted in PTH A. In our application, we strongly simplified this passage and724

more attention should be given in the future to this issue to enable a more robust consider-725
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ation of past data in hazard quantifications. The posterior probability density distributions726

are computed merging the prior probabilistic analysis and the likelihood of the histori-727

cal data in the Posterior module. This allows producing tsunami hazard curves and maps728

that account for both source modelling and past data.729

The modular procedure certainly increases complexity in the probabilistic analysis.730

For this reason, we intentionally kept simple the developed application.731

The present analysis is mainly methodological and simplifications can be reduced732

in subsequent probabilistic hazards analyses. Major limitations are due to the simplifica-733

tions for the tsunami waves near the coast and future improvements should consider that:734

a) the use of empirical relationships like the Green’s law should be abandoned, b) the735

bathymetry resolution near the coast has to be represented by an adequate grid of higher736

resolution for all types of sources, and c) the impact velocity of the pyroclastic density737

currents need to be to included in the different PDCs scenarios. Certainly, these limi-738

tations may be addressed implementing more advanced methods and updated modelling739

approaches in future studies aimed to a comprehensive PTH A of the Gulf of Naples, in-740

cluding also submarine explosive eruptions or other tsunamigenic sources which have been741

neglected here.742

However, the structure permits to include further modifications and subsequent im-743

provements to the PTH A in case of different types of sources. For example, further im-744

provements may include the:745

a) updating of the methodologies and a wider range of moment tensors and the746

inclusion of the recent submarine earthquakes in the region in the case of the seismic747

sources;748

b) including the sub-aerial slides at the Isle of Ischia in the case of the mass fail-749

ures;750

c) considering the underwater explosions in the Campi Flegrei caldera in the case of751

the volcanic sources [Paris et al., 2019];752

d) implementing the wave dispersion modelling [Glimsdal et al., 2013] in the Propagation753

Module;754

e) using more accurate amplification factors [Glimsdal et al., 2019] in the Impact755

Module.756

The first order tsunami hazard results in the Gulf of Naples indicate that in average757

the probabilities of the tsunami waves overcoming 0.1 m, 0.5 m, 1.0 m and 2.0 m at the758

coast are respectively 1.6×10−2, 7.2×10−4, 8.9×10−5 and 1.8×10−5 in the exposure time759

of 50 years.760

The majority of the costal sites overcome the thresholds below 0.5 m with similar761

probabilities, a part the isles where the spatial differences depend mainly on the local fac-762

tors (as the bathymetry and morphology of the coast). The highest probabilities to over-763

come levels of about 1 − 1.5 m in 50 years occur at the city of Naples, the Campi Flegrei764

area and the Ischia Island.765

In conclusion, we propose the multi-source Bayesian PTH A as a general modular766

procedure for the estimates of the long-term tsunami hazard in a highly populated coastal767

regions where it is crucial to reduce the risk posed by different natural threats.768
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Figure captions1099

Figure 1. The modular schema used for the computation of the long-term compre-1100

hensive Bayesian PTH A in case of different types of sources. The procedure evaluates the1101

PTH As for SSSs, SMFs and PDCs separately. Initially, the three different data sets of po-1102

tentially tsunamigenic events produce the relative three sets of initial tsunami waves. Those1103

initial waves are propagated by the numerical model COMCOT (Cornell Multi-grid Coupled1104

Tsunami Model) up to the depth of 50 m for both SSSs and SMFs. In the case of the PDCs1105

the additional model SPHysics (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics) is used to compute the1106

initial tsunami waves, which are subsequently propagated by the COMCOT model at the1107

50 m isoline. Then the wave heights are evaluated by the Green’s law at the coastal points1108

of the Gulf of Naples. Firstly, the prior module computes the β distributions on the basis1109

of the the probabilities to overcome the selected z threshold levels and the temporal, spatial1110

and frequency-size source probabilities. Secondly, the likelihood module includes the his-1111

torical information in the probabilistic analysis. Finally, the posterior module evaluates the1112

Bayesian posterior beta distributions in each point of the coastal sites in the Gulf of Naples1113

to provide the PTH A.1114

Figure 2. The tsunamigenic sources for the PTH A at selected sites in the Gulf of1115

Naples. The submarine seismic sources (SSSs) are localized on a coarse grid (0.5o × 0.5o)1116

used in the North-African Mediterranean Sea and in the Tyrrhenian Sea and on a finest grid1117

(0.25o × 0.25o) in the area of the Gulf of Naples. The submarine mass failures (SMFs)1118

are located in the Tyrrhenian Sea and spaced on a regular grid at higher spatial resolution1119

(1′ × 1′). The pyroclastic density currents (PDCs) come from Somma-Vesuvius, near the1120

city of Naples. The enlarged square shows the sites in the Gulf of Naples where the PTHA is1121

evaluated. The number labels correspond to the following localities: Sorrento (1), Torre del1122

Greco (2), Napoli (3), Baia (4), Ischia Sud (5) and Capri Nord (6).1123

Figure 3. Cumulative moment tensors for the central Mediterranean Sea. Each cu-1124

mulative moment tensor is located in the center of the grid element used for summation. On1125

their top the cumulative Mw is reported. Where no data are available, the grid is still repre-1126

sented by red dots.1127

Figure 4. Past Submarine Slides in the Tyrrhenian Sea. The Id is provided in Table 1.1128

Figure 5. Source parameters characterizing the a) SSSs, b) SMFs and c) PDCs.1129

Figure 6. Example of the a) bottom deformation and b) initial surface wave caused by1130

a SSS (scenario number 585 of the SSS dataset).1131

Figure 7. Examples of maximum elevations of the tsunami waves for a) SSS (scenario1132

number 667), b) SMF (scenario number 196) and c) PDC (scenario number 286).1133

Figure 8. Representation of the Green’s law and the threshold levels at the coastal1134

points (not in scale).1135

Figure 9. Cumulative number of earthquake (right panels) and the Gutenberg-Richer1136

law (left panels) for the two area under examination: Northern Algeria and Tunisia (West of1137

the Tyrrhenian Sea) on top, and Southern Italy (Southern Tyrrhenian Sea)on the bottom.1138

Figure 10. Tsunami hazard curves for Sorrento, Torre del Greco and Napoli (site lo-1139

cation indicated by the number 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 2) showing the 10th percentile, the 90th1140

percentile, and the mean of the prior and posterior probabilities.1141

Figure 11. Tsunami hazard curves for Baia, Ischia Sud and Capri Nord (site location1142

indicated by the number 4, 5 and 6 in Figure 2) showing the 10th percentile, the 90th per-1143

centile, and the mean of the prior and posterior probabilities.1144

Figure 12. a) Tsunami hazard curves comparing the total, SSS, SMF and PDC prior1145

probabilities and b) prior and posterior hazard curves. The values are averaged over the1146

coastal points of the Gulf of Naples for each z level.1147

Figure 13. Tsunami probability maps. The prior mean probabilities for the threshold1148

levels of 0.1 m, 0.5 m, 1.0 m, 1.5 m, 2.0 m and 3.0 m are shown for the coastal points in the1149

Gulf of Naples.1150

Figure 14. Tsunami probability maps. The posterior mean probabilities for the thresh-1151

old levels of 0.1 m, 0.5 m, 1.0 m, 1.5 m, 2.0 m and 3.0 m are shown for the coastal points in1152

the Gulf of Naples.1153
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SSS

Use built-in fault model (see Okada [1985] model)
Total number of fault segments : 1
Fault rupture time (second) : 0.0
Epicenter (longitude, latitude) (degree) : see Source Locations in §3.1.1
Focal depth (km) : see Source Locations in §3.1.1
Fault length (km) : see Fault dimensions in §3.1.1
Fault width (km) : see Fault dimensions in §3.1.1
Fault slip (m) : see Fault dimensions in §3.1.1
Strike angle (θ, degree) : see Fault geometry in §3.1.1
Dip angle (δ, degree) : see Fault geometry in §3.1.1
Rake angle (λ, degree) : see Fault geometry in §3.1.1
Grid size (dx, minute) : 0.5
Grid size (dy, minute) : 0.5
Time step size (dt, second) : 1.0
Bathymetry data file name : GEBCO30arc − sec
Shoreline located at depth contour : 0.0
Spherical coordinate system : used
Bottom friction : enabled
Constant roughness coef. : 1.3 ×10−2

Number of child grid layers : 0

SMF

Use submarine landslide model (see function inWatts et al. [2003])
Landslide starting time (second) : 0.0
Landslide duration (second) : 600.0
Landslide starts at (x0, y0) : see Source Identifications in §3.1.2
Landslide stops at (x1, y1) : deduced by both Mass volume classes and Geometric Parameters in §3.1.2
Typical slope of path (degree) : deduced by the Bathymetry
Length of sliding mass (m) : deduced by both Mass volume classes and Geometric Parameters in §3.1.2
Width of sliding mass (m) : deduced by both Mass volume classes and Geometric Parameters in §3.1.2
Thickness of sliding mass (m) : deduced by both Mass volume classes and Geometric Parameters in §3.1.2
Grid size (dx, minute) : 0.5
Grid size (dy, minute) : 0.5
Time step size (dt, second) : 1.0
Bathymetry data file name : GEBCO30arc − sec
Shoreline located at depth contour : 0.0
Spherical coordinate system : used
Bottom friction : enabled
Constant roughness coef. : 1.3 ×10−2

Number of child grid layers : 0

PDC

Use initial surface deformation file : from the SPHysics and T IT AN2D models in §3.1.3
Grid size (dx, minute) : 2.3772 ×10−2

Grid size (dy, minute) : 2.3772 ×10−2

Time step size (dt, second) : 7.49 ×10−2

Bathymetry data file name : bathy50m
Shoreline located at depth contour : 0.0
Spherical coordinate system : used
Bottom friction : enabled
Constant roughness coef. : 1.3 ×10−2

Number of child grid layers : 0

Table 2. COMCOT model setting.1093
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Date (yy-mm-dd) Latitude Longitude Cause and Description T I R

79 - 08 - 24 40.49 14.26 Volcano Associated, Sea retreat in Gulf of Naples 2 2
1112 - 06 - 20 n.d. n.d. Unknown cause, Sea withdrawal of about 200 steps 2 2
1631 - 12 - 17 40.49 14.26 Volcano Associated, Sea withdrawal in Gulf of Naples 2 4
1698 - 05 - 14 40.49 14.26 Volcano Associated, Sea oscillations in Gulf of Naples 2 2
1714 - 06 - 30 40.49 14.26 Volcano Associated, Sea withdrawal in Gulf of Naples 2 0
1760 - 05 - 16 40.51 14.16 Submarine Earthquake, Sea withdrawal in Portici 2 2
1805 - 07 - 26 41.3 14.28 Earthquake Associated, Sea rise in Gulf of Naples 2 4
1813 - 05 - 17 40.49 14.26 Volcano Associated, Sea withdrawal in Gulf of Naples 2 1
1847 - 08 - 26 n.d. n.d. Unknown cause, Sea level lowering in Naples 2 0
1906 - 04 - 04 40.49 14.26 Volcano Associated, Sea oscillations in Gulf of Naples 2 4

Table 3. Historical tsunami events in the Gulf of Naples reported by the Italian tsunami catalogue (T I

meaning Tsunami Intensity, R Reliability and n.d. not determined) [Tinti et al., 2004; Maramai et al., 2014].
1094

1095

Prior Posterior

m 10thpercentile Mean 90thpercentile 10thpercentile Mean 90thpercentile

0.1 1.3×10−5 1.0×10−3 3.0×10−3 9.4×10−3 1.6×10−2 2.3×10−2

0.5 1.7×10−6 1.4×10−4 3.7×10−4 4.1×10−4 7.2×10−4 1.1×10−3

1.0 6.9×10−7 5.8×10−5 1.6×10−4 5.0×10−5 8.9×10−5 1.3×10−4

1.5 4.0×10−7 2.8×10−5 7.7×10−5 2.2×10−5 4.0×10−5 6.0×10−5

2.0 2.0×10−7 1.3×10−5 3.6×10−5 9.8×10−6 1.8×10−5 2.7×10−5

2.5 1.0×10−7 6.3×10−6 1.7×10−5 4.6×10−6 8.4×10−6 1.3×10−5

3.0 5.7×10−8 3.0×10−6 8.3×10−6 2.2×10−6 4.0×10−6 6.0×10−6

3.5 7.9×10−9 3.5×10−7 9.4×10−7 2.5×10−7 4.6×10−7 7.2×10−7

4.0 1.3×10−9 1.5×10−7 4.0×10−7 1.3×10−7 2.4×10−7 3.8×10−7

4.5 1.2×10−9 1.3×10−7 3.7×10−7 1.1×10−7 2.1×10−7 3.3×10−7

5.0 1.4×10−10 5.4×10−8 1.5×10−7 5.8×10−8 1.1×10−7 1.8×10−7

Table 4. Prior and posterior mean probabilities and the relative 10th and 90th percentiles averaged over
the total coastal points of the impact area overcoming different threshold levels in the exposure time of 50
years.

1096

1097

1098
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Figure 7.1160
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Figure 10.1163
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Figure 11.1164
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Figure 12.1165
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Figure 13.1166
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Figure 14.1167
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